Cross-Country Season Will Start August 28
With the coming of the cross country season, Coach Oscar Hedlund would like to see all men interested in the sport. All should report to Oscar on Monday, August 28, at Briggs Field.

Phi Sigs Are B.K. Finalists
Chi Phi Drops Close Tilt To Phi Kappa Sigs

The first section of the Beaver Softball Elimination is almost completed over the past week-end. The results placed Phi Sigma Kappa definitely in the round-robin playoffs, and, after the fifth inning, Phi Gamma Delta outfit play their tilt with the Phi Kappa Sigma Softballers, the loser winner will be decided. Those two teams will rest until the remainder of the tournament can be played off.
The two games played over last Saturday and Sunday were both close, see-saw games, with the ultimate winner in each case meeting some good opposition. The Phi Sig aggregation come out on top.

Phi Kappa Sigma Wins
The other game played last weekend was the strong Phi Kappa Kappa aggregation come out on top in a Chi Phi tilt that made it right up to the end. The game started off without any immediate scores, as Larry Smith, Phi mouthing ace, who pitched shut out earlier in the season, and saw the Phi Kappa Sigma in a mound duel. The score was pushed up to 5-4 in the second, but they gave the play-off berth to Phi Kappa Sigma.

Championships
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Minimal Events Even

Harvard, Cornell May Race At Tech
As the time before the Harvard, Cornell, M.I.T. race grows shorter, more and more emphasis is placed on the selection of at least three winning crews. At the moment it appears that Cornell will bring two crews to Boston, a varsity and junior varsity. It is expected that Harvard will enter three heavyweight crews and possibly a lightweight aggregation.

Last Tuesday afternoon, Coach Moch held a time trial over the mile and three-quarter Henley course. The Varsity triumphed but was hard pressed by the J. V.
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